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BLOODLINE 

 Liam lifted the lid off the crockpot and a plume of savory scents infused with adobo 

peppers, coriander, onion, and garlic hit his nose.  

 “My god, Benny, you’ve done it again.” 

 A woman with bourbon colored hair whipped around and smacked a wooden spoon 

across his knuckles. “Now you quit that and put the topper back on. It’s got another two hours to 

cook.” 

 “Smells done to me,” Liam said, staring into the pot. Boneless rib meat bubbled in the 

sauce, and Liam’s mouth dribbled with hunger.  

 “Patience, my husband. Patience.” 

 “I was a fool to marry an English woman. They get too much enjoyment out of American 

misery,” he said, replacing the lid and clutching a hand over his chest. “I…I don’t know how my 

heart will go on!” 

 “Don’t be so dramatic. If you’re bored, you can clean out the rubbish bin,” Benny said. 

Liam turned up his nose and made a motion to point out the fact he was still dressed in his work 

clothes. “Or, we can talk about Saturday,” she added, returning to the dishes in the sink. 

 “To the waste station!” Liam shouted, throwing a finger in the air. Quickly moving to the 

trashcan, he removed the overflowing bag and tied the drawstrings together, careful to keep the 

gooey contents away from his neatly pressed, white-collared shirt.  
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 “Ignore it all you want, love, but we have to talk about it eventually. He was your father,” 

Benny called after her husband, but Liam whipped through the door and closed it before his wife 

could go on further. 

 He ambled down the winding stairs of their high-rise building until he reached the trash 

chute, holding the plastic bag away from his Brooks Brothers cap toes and tossed it inside. He 

listened as the bulbous heap pummeled its way down the metal ramp, landing with a thud in the 

dumpster below. One less item to worry about now. One less object of imperfection in his 

flawless world. He shoved his hands in his pockets and swung on his heels to make his way back 

up the stairs to his savory scented apartment, but before he got one foot on the step, he felt his 

cell phone buzz in his pocket. Mindlessly, he pulled out the black square of computer chips and 

processors and held it up to his ear. 

 “Liam Osweiler,” he said, speaking into the receiver. Three seconds of silence preceded a 

smooth, leathery voice. 

“11 West 141st Street. Lincoln.” 

The phone went dead. Liam stopped in the middle of the stairwell and looked at the 

phone. The screen was blank. He pushed the power button, but nothing happened. 

“Stupid thing,” he grumbled, stuffing the phone back into his pocket. The battery was 

acting up again, he thought. He should have charged it before leaving work. He finished his trek 

from the trash chute to his apartment, the phone now a useless brick in his suit pants, and waited 

outside the front door, preparing himself for the lecture Benny undoubtedly had prepared for him 

during his quick task. But when he finally made himself enter through the door, the barrage of 
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words and lessons never came. Benny was silent and still, staring through the kitchen window, 

her arms elbow deep in soapy water, unmoving. 

“Benny?”  

She gave a slight jolt and began scrubbing on a bowl. 

“You feeling okay?” Liam walked up behind her. 

“Hmm? Oh…yeah. Just a spot of stress,” she said, rubbing her nose with a soap covered 

thumb, leaving a trace of Dawn on her face. 

“Do you want me to finish those?” 

“No, I’ve got it,” she tried to lift her voice but Liam wasn’t buying it. He placed a hand 

on her elbow, conjuring her emotions to the surface. 

“Love,” he mumbled, stealing her pet name for him. “Tell me.” 

Benny shook her head. “I just wonder, is all.” 

“About what? La Soie? I told you, they’ll find a new chef soon. It’s not easy to replace a 

cook like you.” 

“No, that’s – ” 

“And Martin’s is still okay with waiting right? Because they said they’d hold your 

position until everything was settled with La Soie.” 

“Liam,” Benny stopped scrubbing, her voice tense. 

“They can’t fault you for doing the right thing. A chef can’t run out and leave a restaurant 

without a cook.” 
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“You know my job isn’t what’s bothering me.” Foamy liquid splashed into the air with 

her words. Liam stepped away, shoving his hands inside his pockets. Benny braced herself 

against the counter and inhaled, gathering herself. “I’m sorry.” 

“I don’t want to talk about Saturday,” Liam said, apathetic. 

“I know it’s hard, love.” 

“I don’t want to talk about it, ever,” he turned, leaving the kitchen for their bedroom, 

undoing the buttons on his pristine shirt. 

“But, he was your dad,” Benny called from her space in the kitchen. 

“He was never my dad. He was nothing more than an invisible presence my entire life,” 

he stepped out of his shoes and unzipped his slacks, the weight of the phone causing them to fall 

to the floor with a clunk.  

“Your mum wants you there,” the water sloshed around in the basin as Benny resumed 

her chore. 

“I don’t know why. He ran out on her, too.” 

“I want you to go, also.”   

Liam froze, standing in front of the closet in his socks, boxers, and white undershirt. His 

wife’s mention of her wish for him blurring a jumble of thoughts in his head. He stepped over to 

the bedroom doorway and looked at her, surprised.  

“You never knew my father.” 
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“He wasn’t ‘invisible.’ Your mother’s talked about him enough over the years that he’s 

hardly been absent from either of our lives.” 

“Which is insane. Who obsesses over a man who ran out on you for no reason?” 

“She loved him.” 

“Would you still love me, if I left you? If, say the morning after you tell me you’re 

carrying my child, I vanish?” 

Benny hesitated. Placing the last clean bowl in the drying rack, she stared into the murky 

water before pulling the drain plug. “You would never do that.” 

“Mom never thought Dad was the type of guy to do that, either. But he did.” 

“Can you fault her? If you left, I’d do just about anything to believe it wasn’t your 

choice.” 

“It was definitely his choice. He didn’t want me. He never wanted me. Eleven years of 

marriage and happiness with my mother flushed down the toilet the minute her pregnancy test 

turned blue. Obviously, my growing embryo was the catalyst for the destruction of my father’s 

life.” 

“You don’t know that.” 

“Of course I do. In 35 years he never once showed any interest in me. And now, everyone 

just expects me to go to his funeral to cry over him as if I care? Well, I don’t. I never have, and I 

never will.” 

“But maybe this is your chance to get the truth, Liam. Perhaps your father always did 

have reasons for doing what he did.” 
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Liam closed his eyes and leaned on the doorframe, the conversation he’d been trying to 

avoid exhausting him. “Why are you fighting this so hard, Benny?” 

“Because…because, I don’t know. Maybe I want my husband to find peace in his life. To 

not have to carry around this unnecessary burden that the creation of his life was the reason to 

the end of his parents’ happiness,” Benny looked at him with caring eyes, “I don’t want you 

blaming yourself anymore.” 

Liam stood up and looked back at his wife, her adoring stares breaking down the barriers 

he’d valiantly tried to put up between his father and his feelings. “You want me to forgive him?” 

Benny exhaled, her breath shaky and on the verge of tears. She turned around and looked 

through the window again, hiding her face. “I…I want you to believe this isn’t always the way 

these things end.” 

Liam stepped back inside the bedroom without an answer and darned a pair of basketball 

shorts. He pulled the phone out of his dress pants and stared at it before tossing it onto the bed. 

The wispy puff of feet hitting carpet caused him to turn and meet Benny’s eyes. Catching the 

look of worry on her face, the way her lips were parted, deciding to say anything further, he 

melted, placing himself on the bed. 

 “Your insistence on me being a good person is becoming oppressive, Benny.” 

A smile of relief landed on her features as she crossed the room and joined her husband, 

wrapping her arms around him. “I love you, Liam. You are a good man. Please don’t see 

yourself as anything you’re not.” 

“I need time to think,” Liam said, no more energy for anything else except a sigh. 
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“Your mum expects your call.” 

“I’ll do it in the morning. Besides, my phone is broken.” 

 *** 

The next morning, Liam bounced off the elevator and strolled through the pair of glass 

doors outside his office with a spirited step, pausing in front of his secretary’s desk. “Good 

morning, Mary. Have the board members come up already? I hear voices in the conference 

room.” 

A spiny woman with large-framed glasses jumped to her feet. “Oh, they’re early, Mr. 

Osweiler, you aren’t late. I’ve given them some coffee so I’m sure they’re just fine for a 

moment.” 

 “Perfect, but I don’t want to keep them waiting,” Liam said moving towards the hallway. 

“I have some messages for you, and those filings you asked for yesterday are just about 

done.” 

“Mary, relax. Just leave everything on my desk,” he said, straightening his tie and patting 

down his pockets to make sure he had all he needed for the barrage of meetings that were about 

to take place. “Oh, and can you do me a favor and see if you can find a charger for this?” He 

asked, holding up the unresponsive cell phone. “Damn thing’s been acting funny lately. Might 

have to ask the big wigs upstairs to send down a new one,” Liam handed the phone over to his 

secretary. 

“Sure thing, Mr. Osweiler,” Mary smiled. “Anything else I can do for you?” 

“Yes, ignore all messages from my mother.” 
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Mary looked at the slips of paper in her hands and crumpled them. “Right away, sir.” 

“You’re a saint, Mary. I’ll let you know if we need anything.” 

“I’ll be here!” she beamed, and watched her boss disappear through the doors and down 

the hallway. 

No one seemed like they were in the mood to settle any business today. Liam feverishly 

debated with the board members for hours, slewing facts and arguments back and forth. By the 

time everyone’s efforts had been exhausted, Liam dismissed them until the following afternoon 

where they promised to pick up where they left off. He walked back into his office and laid his 

head on the cool, wooden surface of his desk.  

“Not the best day, sir?” Mary asked, peeking around the doorframe. 

“Nothing I didn’t expect, but it does take a lot of stamina to withstand that group. 

Tomorrow should be better. Hopefully I’ve worn them down enough,” he said, lifting his head 

and drawing in a deep breath. 

“I’m sure you have. Another five hour stint like the one you put on today and you’ll have 

them on their knees,” she cheered. 

Dazed, a thought hit Liam. “Wait….” he looked at the silver watch wrapped around his 

wrist. “It’s 2:30!? Mary, please tell me you’ve taken a lunch.”  

Mary shrugged as if the act of not eating a bite all day hadn’t affected her at all. “It’s 

been a busy morning.” 

“No, I refuse to have you starve to death. Please, go eat. Take an hour. Hell, take two 

hours. I’m just going to sit here and not talk to anyone for a while.” 
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Mary stared at her boss in disbelief. “Are you sure?” 

“I give you full permission to break the rules for once, Mary. You do so much for me, but 

I can’t expect you to run on an empty tank. Go treat yourself. I demand it.” 

“Okay, I’ll be back in an hour,” Mary said, grabbing her coat. 

“And a half,” Liam added. “Any sooner and you’re fired.” 

“One thing before I go,” Mary said, forcing her arms inside her jacket. “Your wife 

called.” 

“I’m sure she did,” Liam sighed, rotating in his chair. 

“She told me to be firm with you.” 

“Oh, really?” 

“Well,” Mary shifted on her feet, “she asked that if I make sure you do anything today, 

it’s that you call your mother and tell her you’re coming on Saturday. And…well…Mr. 

Osweiler, I know how Benny doesn’t like to be ignored and she and I are friends and…to tell 

you the truth maybe she’s right and – ” 

“Lunch, Mary. Go,” Liam waved for her to be off, and she obeyed, disappearing through 

the glass doors and around the corner. 

Liam relaxed into his desk chair and closed his eyes for a few seconds. The leather was 

just the right firmness and gave way to his brawny thighs with the perfect amount of cushion. He 

released a sigh and pushed the inbox button on his desk phone to let the voicemails roll through 

the speaker. 
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“Liam, it’s Nana. We need to talk about Saturday. Bernadette says you won’t discuss it 

with anyone, but I wish you would get back to me. Your father…well…I know you are busy 

with work, but do call, alright? I love you, grandson. Don’t disappoint me.”    

The message beeped and the second began playing immediately after. 

“Hello love, it’s Benny. About Saturday, your grandmom called and I’ve given her your 

office number so you can apologize and let her know what our plans are. Don’t be a prat. I love 

you.” 

Another beep and a third message rolled in. 

“Liam, call me about the numbers before week’s end. I heard about your father. My 

condolences. Stock markets close in a few hours. Bill.” 

Liam nodded his head. At least there was someone who valued the degree of work more 

than the notion of sympathy. A few more messages from colleagues beeped through and he made 

mental notes to return all of them in order. After the sixth voicemail played out, he leaned 

forward to turn off the machine, but a final message chimed in.  

Three seconds of silence, then a smooth, leathery voice. 

“11 West 141st Street. Lincoln.” 

The inbox went blank. All messages deleted. Liam wrestled with the buttons and 

receiver, but couldn’t get any of the voicemails to come back. 

“Stupid machine,” Liam moaned, slamming the phone on its base. He nudged it an inch 

away from him in frustration and swept up a stack of paper messages into his hand. He gave a 

quick scan through the sheets, just long enough to see right away they all read the same note: 
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11 West 141st Street. Lincoln.  

A drizzle of anxiety leaked down the back of his neck into his spine. Someone was 

playing a trick on him. That’s all. A dumb, idiotic trick. He tossed the slips into the trashcan 

under his desk and brought the phone back closer. Food would probably help his unease. He 

hadn’t eaten for hours, anyway. He punched in the numbers to the deli on Ninth Avenue to order 

a crispy BLT. Benny made a better one, of course. Everything of hers was better, but Lucky Go 

Deli would suffice in a pinch. 

We’re sorry, but you have reached a number that has been disconnected or is no longer 

in service. If you feel you have reached this recording in error, please check the number and try 

your call again. 

The robotic operator droned in a monotone manner. Furrowing his eyebrows, Liam tried 

again, considering he may have fat-fingered a number while in a dream-like trance envisioning 

the tasty BLT. 

We’re sorry, but you have reached a number that has been disconnected or is no longer 

in service…. 

Liam jammed his thumb on the receiver. The deli better not have closed down, not today 

of all days. When was the last time he ordered from there? Two weeks ago? Can a shop close 

down in two weeks? Desperate, he dialed 3-1-1 to get information to connect him. 

We’re sorry, but you have reached a number that has been disconnected…. 
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Sweat beaded on his brow. Was 3-1-1 down? Were all the phones down? He just wanted 

a BLT. Why wouldn’t the phones of New York let him order a BLT? He tried to reach Mary on 

her cell. Maybe she could swing by and see if the deli was closed. 

We’re sorry, but you have reached a number…. 

Spiders began to crawl inside his veins. With a flair of nerves, he called Benny. 

We’re sorry…. 

He pushed away from his desk and onto his feet. Something was wrong with the office 

phones. The network must be down, and Mary, sweet, innocent Mary, forgot to tell him because 

Benny’s phone call had made her uncomfortable. That had to be it. 

Liam scratched his head, paced around in front of his desk, and remembered his cell 

phone with the dead battery. With any luck, Mary retrieved a new charger while he was in his 

meetings and plugged it in for him. He searched for it on his desk, opening drawers and 

slamming them closed, checking every outlet for signs of a charging cord. His heart drummed a 

little harder in his chest with each empty socket. Finally, he found it on the floor next to the plant 

by the window and threw himself to his knees and pinched the power button. Nothing. He held it 

down, banged it against the floor, and pushed the button again. Nothing. Taking a moment to 

steady his breath, Liam turned the phone over and slid off the back panel that housed the battery. 

Melted wax and bubbling acid crept into his sinuses, infusing the already present flames of 

anxiety. The phone had overheated, he thought. Mary bought the wrong charger and short-

circuited the piece of garbage phone that was already on its last leg. He yanked it out of the wall 

and slid back into his chair, placing the charred bits on his desk. He removed his suit-jacket, 

sweat having soaked the undersides of his arms. A coincidence, is all it was. Everything was just 
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a strange bit of unlucky coincidences. He gripped the caps of his knees and closed his eyes. He 

was no longer craving the BLT. 

A soft knock landed on his door. “Come in,” he said, without thinking. A small man in a 

squalid brown uniform and hat concealing his face entered.  

“Courier for you, Mr. Osweiler,” the man held out a plain envelope. Liam stared at it.  

“Does this have anything at all to do with my father?” Liam asked, but the man didn’t 

respond. Swallowing, Liam took the envelope. “Thank you,” but before he could offer the man a 

tip he turned around and left without further instruction.   

Liam shoved the broken phone into the wastebasket with the discarded paper messages 

and studied the envelope. There was nothing on the front except “L. Osweiler” in a printed font 

he didn’t recognize. Hardly surprising, fonts were never anything Liam bothered to notice. He 

glided his finger across the seal, slicing his skin. A single, paltry white piece of paper fell out. 

Hesitating, he undid the tri-fold and smack-dab in the middle of the page, no other words 

surrounding it, was the following. 

11 West 141st Street. Lincoln. 

Blood rushed to his head and the room swayed. Who was doing this? Someone from 

upstairs jealous of his recent successes with the board? Someone below him, trying to screw with 

his mind? He’d find out and have them dealt with, professionally, of course. But, what if this 

wasn’t a joke? Whoever was sending these messages was persistent, and Liam didn’t even know 

what they meant. An address? Directions? He flipped on his computer screen, slid out the drawer 

that housed his keyboard, and opened his email. 
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Today: 

From: Anonymous     8:05am 

 Subj: 11 West 141st Street. Lincoln. 

From: Anonymous     8:06am 

 Subj: 11 West 141st Street. Lincoln. 

From: Anonymous     8:07am 

 Subj: 11 West 141st Street. Lincoln. 

From: Anonymous     8:08am 

 Subj: 11 West 141st Street. Lincoln. 

Hundreds of emails, all the same message sent every minute, filled his inbox. The saliva 

in his mouth turned thick, the room spinning faster. He closed out the inbox, his heart pounding 

in his chest, and opened Google Maps. He typed in each number and letter with a single finger, 

his knuckles shaking as he hovered above each key. 11 West 141st Street was an address on the 

other side of the city, but the map was mysteriously shaded and he couldn’t make out what was 

out there. He added “Lincoln” to the end of the address, but an error flashed across the monitor 

seconds before the entire screen busted, sparks spitting out from all four corners. Liam shielded 

his face with his arms as the computer disintegrated on the desk.  

This was not a joke. Liam felt his face burn with adrenaline. He could not explain it. He 

could not begin to think where it originated from. All he knew was that something desperately 

beckoned him to 11 West 141st Street, and he was afraid.  
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Without grabbing his coat, Liam dashed through his office, down the elevator, and out 

onto the street. People jumbled up and down the sidewalk like usual, and he spun, searching for 

anything out of place.  

“Who are you?!” he shouted. “What do you want?!” A few pedestrians gave him side 

glances, most not bothered enough to move out of their way. He looked at his watch. Maybe he 

should wait for Mary to return from lunch. She’d taken some of the messages, maybe she knew 

who they came from…. 

Liam’s heart dipped into the pits of his abdomen.  

Mary.  

Everything that communicated the address to him practically combusted moments after 

he read it. The cell phone, his desk phone, the computer…. 

“Mary!” Liam shouted again. He pressed his hands against his temples and crouched on 

the sidewalk. He had to make it to stop. He had to go to 11 West 141st Street, but how? He 

walked to work every morning, he didn’t have a car, and he couldn’t take a cab because he 

feared he’d endanger the driver’s life if he told him the address. 

The subway. The image of the map seconds before it fragmented into broken glass 

flashed across his eyes and he knew which line would take him close to the shaded area. He 

stood up and rustled around his pant pockets to check for his wallet and then took off at a speedy 

walk towards the nearest station. He had no phone. He had no way of letting anyone know where 

he was going, but he had to go. It was the only way. 
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Liam punched his subway pass through the feeder and waited for the train to arrive. The 

air funneled its way down the darkened tunnel, blowing harder as the car approached. He waited 

for the riders to step off before climbing aboard, found a seat in the rear corner and sat down, 

preparing himself for the longest subway ride of his life. 

*** 

Liam stepped off the 3 Train at the 148th street stop. He didn’t even think about getting 

off at 145th, refusing to walk off the subway toward an uncertain reality any sooner than 

necessary. The afternoon was turning late but the sun was still out. The air was frigid but people 

were moving along with business as usual, a few eyeing Liam as he walked down the block, 

questioning the idiocy of a man strolling through the streets of Harlem without a coat in this 

weather. He didn’t care. He wasn’t even cold. The ice in his veins had steeled him against the 

elements, his face burning hot with unease. He shuffled his feet against the concrete, mudding 

his designer shoes in puddles of melted, gray snow. The fluid seeped into his socks, freezing to 

the skin and pricking his toes with needle-like pains, but Liam hardly noticed. His eyes were set 

straight ahead, the numbers on the street corners growing smaller until he reached the tiny square 

that sat at the end of West 141st. A flat storage building spread out in front of him, vacant. The 

people of Harlem vanished and the traffic noise fell silent as if someone had covered the entire 

city in blankets of cotton. A metal door clinked and rolled open, an unlit entryway for Liam, 

calling him to enter. Swallowing the last bit of stomach acid that leapt into his throat, Liam 

stepped through the door. 

“Master Osweiler,” it was the same leathery voice that had left the voicemails on his cell 

and office phones. Liam couldn’t see him, everything was dark. “Come in.” 
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“Who are you?” Liam asked, hesitant to step deeper into the murky building. “What do 

you want?” 

A light illuminated in the rear of the building. The entire floor was sparse and open. No 

housing units, giant containers, vehicles, boxes, or personnel were evident anywhere. It was just 

Liam and a single chair glowing in the corner. 

“Sit,” the voice ordered. 

Liam balked. There was a passing moment of silence, and then the voice continued. “I 

can guarantee you, Master Osweiler, that you and your family are safe. However, should you 

continue on with impolite hesitations, we cannot promise the continuation of security in the 

immediate term. We are running behind schedule, you see.” 

“No,” Liam repeated. “I don’t see. I don’t know who you are, or what you want with me, 

and why you’ve harassed me to no end. I should have you arrested.” 

“Police interference would be counterproductive, Master Osweiler. I strongly suggest you 

heed my advice and take a seat. All will be explained.” 

Liam stared at the lone chair and ran a thumb over his knuckles. “And then I can leave?” 

“Yes,” the voice said. 

“And you’ll stop sending me all those messages?” 

“Yes.” 

“And no one else will get hurt?” 

“No one has been hurt, Master Osweiler. Not yet.” 
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Liam thought of Mary, and shifted in his wet shoes. A slimy bit of curiosity slipped 

between the folds of his synapses and pushed him towards the chair, his dirty cap toes clapping 

against the bare floor. The chair was an old fashioned piece of wood. Every bit of it was square 

and peeling, lacking armrests and any hint of comfort. It creaked when Liam planted his 

muscular frame onto the seat.  

“Good,” the voice said.  

Liam felt a weight bear down on his chest and legs, freezing him into the chair. “Hey! 

Wait!” he struggled, trying to move his legs and arms. He attempted to lift his torso and kick his 

feet but nothing happened.  

“Relax. Can’t have you running off in a mad state before we’ve finished.”    

“Let me out!” Liam shouted, sweat now running down the sides of his neck. 

“First things first,” the voice grew deeper and a man, slim as a pole wearing a pinstriped 

suit, stepped out of the shadows. He was ghostly, his arms stretching to a disproportionate 

length, and his eyes sagged into the reddish cheekbones on his face. 

Liam stared at the man in awe. “Who…who are you?”  

“I am Lincoln.” 

Liam felt his throat close. 

“And you are Master Liam Francis Osweiler,” Lincoln finished.  

“Why did you bring me here?” Liam asked. 
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Lincoln looked like he wanted to laugh, but restrained himself. “I did not force you here, 

Master Osweiler. You were always going to come, on this day, at this hour. That’s the way it 

works.” 

“I was harassed,” Liam seethed. 

“We have to continue on with business. Your father put us in a bad position.” 

Liam’s breath seized in his lungs and he felt the color drain from his face. “How do you 

know my father?” he asked through clenched teeth. 

“It’s quite simple, actually. He works for us. Well, I should say he worked for us, 

shouldn’t I? He did so for the past forty years until two days ago, when he died, and now a void 

has been created that must be filled.” 

“My father worked for the Transit Authority,” Liam said. 

“No, Master Osweiler. I am afraid that is positively incorrect.” 

“You saying I don’t know my own father?” 

“But you don’t, don’t you? You never had a relationship with him, much less ever see 

him. But you did always harbor ill feelings towards a man that didn’t deserve them,” Lincoln 

said, walking circles around Liam. 

“He abandoned me before I was born.” 

“To do his job.” 

“He abandoned my mother.” 

“To protect her.” 
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Liam stared blankly at the towering man. “From what? His careless, worthless, 

demeanor?” 

“He had no choice, Master Osweiler. He never did,” Lincoln said. 

“Don’t feed me bullshit about him not having a choice! How could he not?” 

“Because that is how we enforce things,” Lincoln explained. 

Liam squirmed, a prickling sensation chiseling away in his gut. “He was a pathetic man. 

Mom and I were invisible to him and he never thought about us once,” he felt his face growing 

hot as he wrestled his wrists again, but they were tied to his sides with an invisible restraint. 

“And now he’s dead and no one cares. Especially me.” 

“No, Master Osweiler, again I must inform you that is positively incorrect. Many people 

care he is dead, whether they know it or not, and you should, too,” Lincoln said. 

“And why is that?” 

“Because now you must fill his role, tie up loose ends, take over the empty throne. 

Whatever you want to call it, the job is yours.” 

“I already have a job,” Liam fired off. 

“I’m afraid this is not up for discussion. The work is not something directed by your own 

free will. You have no say in the matter. The responsibilities were passed on to you the moment 

your father took his last breath.” 

“How?” Liam shook his head, trying to make sense of anything Lincoln was telling him. 

“No one told me anything about this. It’s never been mentioned at all!” 
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“The obligation runs in your blood, Master Osweiler, as it ran in your father’s blood, and 

his father’s before him. You were not asked because our regulations require that no outside 

earthly forces beyond yourself be aware of anything. You were never meant to know until now, 

and no one else will know going forward.” 

Liam shook, his frustration and fear boiling together into a furious stew. “Know what?! 

For God’s sakes, tell me what the hell is going on!” 

“Gladly,” Lincoln said, placing his hands behind his back, completely unaffected by 

Liam’s escalating emotions. “As you may be aware, there comes a time in this world when 

human beings must cease to exist on their individual timelines. These instances are different for 

everyone, each occurring at different intervals and ages. Some people continue on for a number 

of years, some for very few, but in the end, everyone must die. This is the way we structure it 

and the way it must be for the continuation of life. Pretty paradoxical when thought about in a 

vague sense, but I think you’ll understand the notion that without death, there can be no life, and 

without life, there can be no death. 

“So, in order to maintain this level of stability, the forces that be created a genetic line of 

individuals to oversee the management of life. You contain the blood that harbors this ability, 

Master Osweiler, and while you do not wield the capacity to decide who lives, you do hold the 

power over who dies, just as your father did, and his father, and his father’s father, and so on and 

so forth.”  

Liam could have sworn the floor and ceiling had reversed themselves. His gut shot to the 

top of his head, his heart slinging to the floor. A crazy fog of bewilderment washed over his 

senses like someone had injected him with a lethal dose of sedation.  
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“No,” he mumbled. 

Lincoln said nothing, waiting for Liam to digest the news.  

“My dad…my father…he was…are you saying Frank was Death?” Liam said, looking 

down at the ground, searching for his sanity. 

“We don’t refer to the title as ‘Death’ like most humans have theorized, but rather 

‘Manager of Life.’” 

“And…now I am Death?” 

“Correct.” 

Liam blinked, and then he erupted in cackles, his torso trembling from laughter, his 

muscles aching. “This is amazing! Who set this up? Benny? Grandma? Is this some asinine way 

to get me to go to my father’s funeral?” he shouted, tears rolling down his face. 

“Master Osweiler, I am afraid that is positively incorrect,” Lincoln was not amused. 

“Who are you, really? A paid actor? How much did they give you? I’ll double it! You 

really had me going…up until that last bit about ‘Manager of Life,’” Liam howled. 

Lincoln stood tall, his impish nostrils flaring. The light above the chair exploded, shards 

of glass raining down to the ground, electricity shooting embers into the now pitch black storage 

building. The laughter in Liam’s voice was sucked from his lungs, the chair crumbling into 

thousands of splinters beneath his legs. He fell onto his back, and Lincoln towered over him, his 

eyes glowing red, his hair burning into a white haze. 

“Master Osweiler,” Lincoln’s voice had transformed into a deep growl. “Your mocking 

of the task of which you have been predestined to perform will not be tolerated. Your loved ones 
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are only safe because we’ve ordered it that way, temporarily, but any negative or mocking 

behavior from you will be viewed as threatening and will be dealt with harshly. I implore you to 

listen to your instincts.” 

Liam heaved, a violent urge to be sick churning in his stomach as he thought of Benny. 

“I…I’m sorry.” 

The light reappeared as Lincoln stepped into the shadows. Liam sat up, aware he could 

move again. “Go,” Lincoln boomed, his voice returning to the leathery tone from before. “Settle 

your affairs, but be aware you will not be able to speak to anyone about any of tonight’s 

proceedings. You will return here tomorrow morning.” 

“But, my wife, my job? What am I supposed to do?” 

“You will be given further instruction tomorrow.” 

Liam turned his head, searching for Lincoln, but he was nowhere to be found. 

“How…how does this work? Am I supposed to know how this works?”  

“Tomorrow.” 

Liam sat on the ground, waiting, thinking, running through an infinite list of options in 

his mind. “What if I refuse to do it?” 

Lincoln’s voice was absent for a minute before responding. “Your father had the same 

questions, but I can assure you there is no way out of the responsibility. Certain control measures 

are put in place to prevent an end to the bloodline. As I’ve said before, you’ve never had a 

choice, and you never will. Soon, you will realize this, and all the consequences that would come 

should you decide to remain in your current life. Marriage, a family, your job. None of this is 
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possible anymore. Your importance to the world and to the continuation of life and death is too 

great for there to remain a risk.” 

Liam felt a knife-like sear tear into his heart. An end to his life with Benny? An end to 

everything? It wasn’t possible. The unbelievable agony of this future paralyzed him.  

“We are giving you the opportunity to say goodbye, Master Osweiler, and I must stress 

that many others are not afforded this luxury. Take it. Go home to your wife and tell her anything 

you’d like, except the truth, and then you will leave. You will do your job as designed.”   

The lights clicked on in the building, and Liam shielded his eyes from the brightness. 

Lincoln was gone. Not even his voice lingered. 

*** 

Liam wracked his brain the whole way home on the subway. His body felt like 

cinderblocks were tied to each limb, his muscles stretched to their ends. He didn’t want to 

believe everything that happened in the last twenty-four hours, but he also couldn’t explain the 

feeling of assurance that it was all true. The burden of reality and the understanding of all that 

lies ahead of him felt like someone planted it inside him on purpose, without his permission, 

without his knowing. Even though he tried to convince himself the conversation with Lincoln 

was only a crazy hallucination, a voice crept in telling him otherwise. None of his thoughts were 

his own anymore. With each stop on the train, Liam knew everything Lincoln had told him was 

correct. He never had a choice. He never would.  

But maybe Lincoln hadn’t told him absolutely everything. What if there was a way to end 

this curse? Lincoln said certain things were put in place to prevent such a thing, but how could 

anyone or anything have complete control over his life? How could he? He still wasn’t sure how 
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all of this was supposed to work. What if he didn’t go back tomorrow? Lincoln made it sound 

like he would return on his own, without coercion, but in these moments, stepping off the train, 

walking down the sidewalk, returning to his apartment building, Liam couldn’t fathom going 

back to the empty storage building on his own volition. He couldn’t believe there was no way 

out.  

He stood at the exterior of his apartment door where he knew his Benny, his wonderful, 

beautiful, and amazing Benny, waited for him on the other side. He had no desire to try and 

explain anything to her, or to fight with her about this weekend. Desperation for answers had 

won. He would go to his father’s funeral. He had to make more sense of why his father didn’t try 

and help them with this genetic curse and find a way to stop it. Maybe the answers were there all 

along, with his father. Perhaps they were even still there, in death. He had to find something, 

anything to end it.  

He stepped inside. Nothing was brewing in the kitchen. No savory scents of sizzling 

meats or delicate cheeses baking in the oven. He placed his keys on the counter, and turned to 

find Benny lying on the couch. She sat up when she heard him enter. 

“Liam,” her voice was tender, soft. Liam wanted to dissolve into it, to have it wipe away 

the horror of the last day. 

“We’ll go,” he said, stepping down the stairs to the living room, toward his wife. “We’ll 

go to my father’s funeral.” 

Benny looked at him with gentle eyes. “Come here, love. I need to tell you something.” 

Liam sat next to her on the couch, his dirty shoes, wrinkled shirt, and disheveled hair 

settling into the plush cushions. He exhaled, how could he tell her he was cursed? That he was 
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lured to an empty storage building and informed that he was the heir to the role of Death? That 

he was now the decider of life’s end for billions around the world? Would he have to decide his 

mother’s end? Hers? A nauseous wave of dread fell over him. No, he wouldn’t allow himself to 

think about the nature of the job’s responsibilities. Not now. Not with Benny sitting in front of 

him. 

“You’re right. My father probably had reasons for leaving, and I want to know what they 

were,” he said. 

Benny shook her head, a soft smile spreading across her lips. She took in his hands, and 

looked at him with the most endearing and loving eyes.  

“Liam…I’m pregnant.” 

The walls, the ground, the atmosphere. All of it collapsed around him, everything 

replaced in a haze of acknowledgement. His entire life made sense now. How had he ever 

questioned anything before? 

“Liam?” Benny stroked his arm, concerned over his wordless response.  

“I…” and he didn’t know what to say, but he certainly knew what he had to do. “I 

think…I’ll take out the trash,” he muttered, raising himself off the couch. He tied the drawstrings 

together and slipped through the door, leaving his wife alone in stunned silence on the couch, 

forever.  

As the door clicked shut, Liam let out a wail, and cried. 

 

END 


